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Reddest Place North of Havana

The Tricontinental and the Struggle to Lead the “Third
World”

Jeremy Friedman

The significance of what would come to be known as the “Third World”
was not obvious at first for communists. In the initial years after the
Bolshevik revolution, the international attentions of men such as Lenin,
Trotsky, and Zinoviev were squarely focused on revolution in Europe,
particularly Germany, as both the logical site of socialist revolution and
the political and economic prerequisite for the viability of their own
project. It was only after their failure to bring revolution to the heart of
Europe that they began to turn their attentions elsewhere, especially to
Asia, with the hope of undermining the capitalist-imperialist system in its
soft, colonial underbelly.1 At first then, the significance of the developing
world was secondary: it was a means of weakening the capitalist system in
its North Atlantic heartland in order to inspire revolutionary upheavals
there. The later Cold War as we know it, which became hot almost
exclusively in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, therefore requires some
explanation. Why were so many resources devoted to establishing and
maintaining friendly and/or Marxist-Leninist regimes in these places?
Why did acquiring the support of the developingworld become so import-
ant to the Soviets, Chinese, and others?

The problem was that, in the aftermath of World War II, the capitalist
countries failed to return to depression and, as they built new social

1 See, for example, Karl Radek, “Address to the Baku Congress of the Peoples of the East,”
September 2, 1920: www.marxists.org/history/international/comintern/baku/ch02.htm;
“Theses on the Eastern Question,” Fourth Congress of the Communist International,
December 5, 1922: www.marxists.org/history/international/comintern/4th-congress/east
ern-question.htm.
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welfare systems, the opportunities for revolutionary upheaval seemed to
diminish. Instead, revolutionary energies exploded across the colonial and
postcolonial world. The Soviets therefore had to find a way to lead
a different revolution than the one they had anticipated. However, there
were many political leaders and movements in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America that espoused their own revolutionary ideologies, some claiming
the terminology of socialism, a few of whom – figures like Nehru, Nasser,
Sukarno, and Nkrumah – cast a wide shadow on the global stage. Others
even sought to claim the mantle of communism, including Tito in
Yugoslavia, some of the leaders of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
at times, and Fidel Castro of Cuba. The most dangerous threat to the
Soviet claim to leadership of the world revolutionary process was the
People’s Republic of China (PRC). Each of these actors had its own
agenda and rivalries, and the struggle for the political leadership of the
developing world became a tangle of alliance politics, ideological com-
promises, and revolutionary agendas.

At first, the Soviets saw the new PRC as an asset in their attempt to
play this role of leader of the “world revolution.” Moscow envisioned
a division of labor in which Beijing would act as a sort of subcontractor
responsible for revolution in Asia, while it continued to focus on the
West. Though the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) was excluded from
the 1947 founding conference of the new Communist Information
Bureau, or Cominform, which was limited exclusively to European
parties, Mao broached the idea of China leading an “Asian
Cominform” even before the proclamation of the PRC, which received
a positive response from the Soviets.2 Though the Asian Cominform idea
never formally came to fruition, in practice China’s leadership of the
Asian revolution was forged in war – in Korea against the US-led UN
forces and in Indochina against the French. The militant role fulfilled by
the Chinese allowed for not only a geographic division of labor but
a thematic one as well, as Soviet diplomacy pushed its “peace offensive”
in postwar Europe, symbolized by the founding of the World Peace
Council in Paris in 1949. Even during this arrangement, however,
Chinese leaders saw it as more than just a convenient division of labor.
As CCP theorist Lu Dingyi wrote in 1951, while the Russian October
Revolution was a “classic example of revolution in the imperialist coun-
tries,” the Chinese Revolution would be the model for the “colonial and

2 Shen Zhihua and Xia Yafeng, “Leadership Transfer in the Asian Revolution: Mao Zedong
and the Asian Cominform,” Cold War History 14:2 (2014): 195–213.
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semi-colonial countries.”3 Given that the sphere of “colonial and semi-
colonial countries”wasmuch larger than that of “imperialist countries,”
it would seem that eventually the importance of the example of the
Chinese Revolution would eclipse that of the Soviet Union itself.

This arrangement between Moscow and Beijing would, however, be
torn asunder by the different uses to which each hoped to put the devel-
oping world. The Soviets were chiefly concerned with demonstrating the
superiority of socialism. Moscow never adopted a view that divided the
world into three parts, or three “worlds,” as many in the West and China
did. Rather it saw the capitalist/imperialist system as being opposed by
a unity of three forces: the working-class movement in the capitalist
countries, the “national liberation movement” in the developing world,
and the “socialist camp,” which it led. Within a global framework of
“Peaceful Coexistence,” namely the avoidance of war between capitalist
and communist countries, the victory of global socialism would be
achieved through economic competition, and the Soviets therefore
invested heavily in promoting socialism as a model of postcolonial
development.

The Chinese leadership was far more skeptical of the possibility of
building socialism in underdeveloped countries, comparing the situation
in Africa in the early 1960s to that in China in the first decades of the
twentieth century.4 Instead, its primary goal was to create a broad, mili-
tant anti-imperialist front out of Asia, Africa, and Latin America
(Figure 7.1). With American forces engaged in Korea, Taiwan, and
Vietnam, the PRC felt itself to be under more direct military threat from
the United States than the Soviets did, and without the same sort of
nuclear deterrent to protect it. For Beijing then, creating such an anti-
imperialist front was less about the ultimate victory of the socialist model
than it was about survival, which meant the defeat of the imperialist
system that threatened it.

The problem for Beijing was that it was not just the Soviets whowanted
to avoid war in the developing world. Surrounded by American forces and
excluded from the international power structure – particularly the United
Nations – the PRC vision of the political role of the developing world was
necessarily more militant and Manichean than that of many others. In

3 Quoted in Qiang Zhai, China and the VietnamWars: 1950–1975 (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 2000), 21–22.

4 Quoted in Charles Neuhauser, Third World Politics: China and the Afro-Asian People’s
Solidarity Organization (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1968), 30.
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particular, Nehru and Tito sought to create their own blocs built around
the concepts of “neutrality,” “positive” or otherwise, and non-alignment.
For the PRC, their efforts threatened to defuse the militancy of the
developing world and leave Beijing isolated in its fight against US-led
imperialism. Initially, especially given the legacy of the Cominform’s
battle against Titoist revisionism, Chinese leaders saw the Soviets as an
ally against “neutralism,” but as the Khrushchev-led Kremlin promoted
“Peaceful Coexistence” ever more strongly, they began to see Moscow as
part of the problem, not the solution.

The result was an open battle betweenMoscow and Beijing for domin-
ance in the Afro-Asian, and eventually Latin American, spheres, where the
stakes were prestige, legitimacy, and perhaps geopolitical viability. This
battle took place particularly within the Afro-Asian People’s Solidarity
Organization (AAPSO), which the Chinese sought to use as their own

figure 7.1 “Resolutely support the anti-imperialist struggle of the Asian,
African and Latin American people,” declares this poster. China produced
imagery in line with the Tricontinental iconography created by OSPAAAL and
associated movements, but it hewed more closely to the socialist realism adapted
from the Soviet Union. Shanghai People’s Fine Art Publishing House, Zhou
Ruizhuang, 1967. Offset, 77x106 cm. Image courtesy Lincoln Cushing / Docs
Populi.
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bailiwick against the Soviet-dominated World Peace Council (WPC) and
the Tito, Nehru, and Nasser-led Non-Aligned Movement (NAM). The
competition culminated in the struggle over the Second Afro-Asian
Conference, the sequel to Bandung to be held in Algiers in June 1965,
which Beijing ultimately lost, though the conference itself was never held.
The Tricontinental Conference of 1966 thus came at a time when Chinese
fortunes were on the wane, but Soviet leadership of the Afro-Asian move-
ment had been severely shaken. Both sides tried to determine the course of
the conference in alignment with like-minded states. At the same time, the
Cuban hosts sought to use the conference to rescue the project of Afro-
Asian-Latin American solidarity from great power dominance and the
Sino-Soviet rivalry that wrecked the AAPSO. The conference came near
the peak of the Cuban attempt to make itself independent of Moscow and
Beijing, a strategy which proved short-lived and of limited effectiveness.
The impact of the conference and the resulting organization – the
Organization of Solidarity with the Peoples of Africa, Asia, and Latin
America (OSPAAAL) – proved smaller than the Cubans had hoped, in
part because neither ultimately served the interests of Moscow or Beijing,
who maintained their positions as the single most important patrons of
Third World revolutionaries. In the end, the Tricontinental and its vision
of global anti-imperial revolution turned out to be yet another casualty of
the rivalries between multiple states to make the project of “Third World
solidarity” serve their own needs.

sino-soviet competition and the afro-asian movement

Before proceeding with the evolution of the AAPSO and the Afro-Asian
movement, it is worth explaining how organizations like the AAPSO or
WPC operated in practice. Both were officially “nongovernmental”
organizations, which meant that their members were committees set up
in various states, rather than the state governments themselves. In prac-
tice, the positions of not only the Soviet Afro-Asian Solidarity Committee
or the Chinese Peace Committee, but also the committees of other coun-
tries such as India or Indonesia, were worked out with the relevant
government and/or party institutions in those states, often requiring dis-
cussions at the highest level. While the conferences held by these organ-
izations were their highest profile events, in reality most of the important
work occurred behind the scenes and between conferences. This work
often included the distribution of funds or other kinds of aid to various
organizations, releasing statements on world events, and planning for
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future conferences, all of which entailed political jockeying among mem-
ber committees. These committees would be represented by top officials in
the organization’s secretariat, such as the AAPSO’s in Cairo, and as such
the makeup of the Executive Committee for each organization was of
paramount importance and was the subject of much maneuvering. In
advance of a conference, the Executive Committee would organize
a Preparatory Committee, whose duties normally involved setting the
agenda, deciding whom to invite, and writing drafts of the resolutions
that the conference was to adopt. In practice, the conferences themselves
were usually highly choreographed, and the fiercest political battles had
already taken place before the conference started, behind closed doors
among the members of the Preparatory Committee. This structure gave
the Soviets and Chinese outsized influence. Both were nearly assured to be
on the executive committees of any such organizations, and they had the
resources and leverage to muster allies to support their draft agendas and
resolutions. Consequently, such conferences were often the product of an
earlier struggle between Soviet and Chinese lines, and the results enabled
a type of score keeping in terms of influence between the two.

The degeneration of the AAPSO conferences in particular into fora for
Sino-Soviet battles only happened, however, once the stakes and divisions
had become clear. As the Afro-Asianmovement began to take shape in the
mid-1950s, Moscow and Beijing approached it in a similar manner. They
saw it as an opportunity both to separate the newly independent states
from their former colonial masters and to create positive relations with
countries whose leaders were being pressured by the West to avoid ties
with the communist world. At this early stage, namely that of the Bandung
Conference of 1955 and the New Delhi conference of Asian Nations held
just a few weeks before, neither the USSR nor the PRC was ambitious
enough to seek to turn the countries of Asia and Africa into full-fledged
allies of the “socialist camp.” Accordingly, Bandung was the scene of
a masterful performance by Chinese Foreign Minister Zhou Enlai,
whose conciliatory speech helped the PRC return to the world of Asian
diplomacy, precisely what Nehru had intended by pushing for the PRC’s
invitation.5 Though the New Delhi conference, as an officially nongov-
ernmental event, would have a lower profile, it would ultimately have the
greater institutional impact, since it would call for the creation of
“Solidarity Committees” in each of the participating countries, which

5 See Neuhauser, Third World Politics, 5–6.
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would eventually come to form the Afro-Asian People’s Solidarity
Organization.

The first AAPSO conference, held in Cairo in December 1957, was
dominated by the Egyptians, riding high off Nasser’s nationalization of
the Suez Canal and the subsequent events of 1956, and its militancy took
both the Soviets and Chinese by surprise. The Soviets had gone seeking to
focus on the “peace” struggle and economic aid, and Beijing had
instructed its delegates to adhere closely to the Soviet line.6 The militant
tone of the conference, which reflected the rising wave of Arab national-
ism, surprised and concerned the Soviets who worried that it would
undermine their efforts to present the Afro-Asian countries as natural
allies of the peace movement in Europe.7 For the Chinese, meanwhile,
the conference opened their eyes to the potential for a more militant
orientation of the Afro-Asian movement than that of Bandung, one
which dovetailed well with the radical turn in Chinese foreign and domes-
tic policy that accompanied the launch of the Great Leap Forward in
1958. While the final conference resolution was significantly watered
down from the opening statement, Liu Ningyi, the head of the Chinese
delegation at the conference, took this to be a reflection of the fears the
bourgeois-dominated governments of the newly independent states had
regarding the militant feelings of their peoples.8 In the Chinese view,
opportunities for a more radical orientation of the Afro-Asian movement
existed, and the obstacle was the conservatism of the new governments. In
short, what the Soviets saw as a latent danger in the conference, the
Chinese saw as an opportunity.

By the time of the second AAPSO conference in Conakry, Guinea, in
April 1960, Sino-Soviet relations had deteriorated significantly, and the
radical mood of the delegates had increased with the progress of African
decolonization and the Algerian war for independence.9 In spite of this,
the Soviet delegation was determined to win adherence to its policy of

6 Chinese MFA to all embassies, foreign trade representatives, consulates, December 18,
1957, Chinese Foreign Ministry Archive (CFMA) doc. 108–00004–07, 16–23.

7 Report of State Committee on Cultural Ties (GKKS) to General Department of the Central
Committee,March 22, 1958, Russian State Archive of ContemporaryHistory (RGANI) f.5
o.30 d.272, 43–45.

8 Report of Liu Ningyi to Central Committee, CCP from First AAPSO Conference,
January 5, 1958, CFMA doc. 108–00004–07, 7.

9 For more on Sino-Soviet relations in this period, see Lorenz Lüthi, The Sino-Soviet Split
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008), 114–156. See also Shen Zhihua and
Xia Yafeng, Mao and the Sino-Soviet Partnership, 1945–1959 (New York: Lexington
Books, 2015), 307–343.
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“Peaceful Coexistence,” especially by promoting the idea that disarma-
ment would liberate resources that could be employed for the economic
development of the newly independent states. Meanwhile, the Chinese
were worried about what they saw as the Indo-Egyptian hijacking of the
conference in the name of “neutrality.” In the words of the Chinese
representative at the AAPSO secretariat in Cairo, Zhu Ziqi, the Indians
and Egyptians were “conspir[ing] to boost the policy of so-called oppos-
ition to blocs and nonalignment . . . in order to weaken and shift anti-
imperialism . . . in order to change the general character of the solidarity
movement, replace it with reactionary content and have it led by the
right wing of the bourgeoisie.”10 In the event, the rising tide of militant
anti-imperialism among the African delegates carried the day, and the
Chinese delegation left elated. The Indians and Egyptians, key players in
the emerging non-aligned movement that would hold its first conference
the following year, appraised the atmosphere of the conference and
dropped their talk of “neutrality” following their opening
statements.11 At the same time, the Chinese understood that behind the
efforts of the Indians and Egyptians stood the Soviet delegation, which
tried to tack on a two-page addition to the General Secretary’s speech
with a list of pet Soviet issues, including peaceful coexistence and
disarmament.12 The dynamics at the AAPSO increasingly seemed to pit
the USSR, allied with India and Egypt, in a sort of “peace” camp against
the PRC, with many allied African delegations led by the Algerians, in
the “militant struggle” camp.

Over the course of 1961 and 1962, the Sino-Soviet struggle began to
dominate meetings of the AAPSO and WPC, including an Executive
Committee meeting in Gaza in December 1961 and a meeting of the
WPC in Stockholm two months later. It was at the Gaza meeting that
the first serious steps were taken to organize a tricontinental conference,
an idea that had been floated by the Cubans as early as January 1960.13

The proposal quickly became a political battleground. The Soviets sought
to hold the conference under the auspices of the WPC, where they and
their European allies could control the agenda, while many African dele-
gations argued that the WPC was “not an anticolonial, anti-imperialist

10 Zhu Ziqi to Chinese Peace Committee, March 23, 1960, CFMA doc. 108–00106–01, 4.
11 Liu Dingui and Liao Chengzhi to Zhou Enlai, Chen Yi, Liaison Department, Chinese

Peace Committee, report from Second AAPSO Conference, April 10, 1960, CFMA 108–

00106–01, 43.
12 Zhu Ziqi to Peace Committee, March 24, 1960, ibid., 20.
13 Letter of Embassy Cairo to MFA, January 20, 1960, CFMA doc. 111–00301–03, 6.
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organization.”14 The Chinese made the same argument at the subsequent
StockholmWPC conference, though the Soviet position won the day there
with the backing of the Europeans and Latin Americans. Far from
a conclusive victory, however, this served merely to clarify positions and
delineate turf, and the question of under whose auspices the
Tricontinental would be held was far from decided.

The calling of a tricontinental meeting would take center stage at the
next AAPSO conference, held in Moshi, Tanganyika, in February 1963.
By this time the Sino-Soviet rivalry so overwhelmed the organization that
Tanganyikan President Julius Nyerere felt it necessary to open the confer-
ence with an admonition to the Soviets and Chinese to keep their disputes
to themselves.15 The Soviets and Chinese both spent a lot of time feeling
out and cajoling other delegations in advance of the conference in order to
line up support, and the Chinese arrived feeling that they had Africa “in
their pocket.”16 In a preconference meeting the Chinese taunted their
Soviet colleagues, asking them “Why did you come? There is nothing
for you to do here.”17 Anticipating the struggle over the Tricontinental
at the conference, the Cuban ambassador toMali Jose Carillo, whowould
be representing Cuba at the conference, met with Chinese officials to
gauge their support for holding the conference in Cuba, and got
a positive response.18 Two weeks later, the Cuban ambassador in Cairo
met with Yang Shuo, the new Chinese representative to the AAPSO
Secretariat, reiterating Castro’s eagerness to hold the Tricontinental in
Havana as early as January 1964 in order to promote armed struggle in
Latin America, particularly in Peru and Guatemala.19 The Moshi confer-
ence came at a crucial juncture in the socialist camp when Soviet-Cuban
relations were at their post-Missile Crisis nadir and the Chinese were
trying to capitalize, as will be discussed in greater detail later. The
Soviets therefore were afraid of a conference hosted by Cuba and tried
to pressure the Cuban delegate not to propose Havana as the host city.

14 Report of Anatoly Safronov to Presidium meeting of Soviet Committee of Solidarity of
Asia and Africa (SKSSA), January 8, 1962, State Archive of the Russian Federation
(GARF) f.9540 o.1 d.109, 54–55.

15 Darryl Thomas, “The Impact of the Sino-Soviet Conflict on the Afro-Asian People’s
Solidarity Organization,” Journal of Asian and African Affairs 3 (April 1992): 177.

16 Report of SKSSAA chair Tursun-Zade on Moshi conference, February 18, 1963, GARF
f.9540 o.1 d.129, 28.

17 Ibid.
18 Chinese Peace Committee to Embassy Mali, December 25, 1962, CFMA doc. 111–

00375–04, 3–4.
19 Yang Shuo (Cairo) to Peace Committee, January 11, 1963, ibid., 10.
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Instead, they wanted the conference held under the auspices of theWPC in
Brazil. The leftist government of João Goulart opposed armed struggle as
the path to power, making Brazil a more acceptable location for the
Soviets and the other Latin American observer delegations.20 The Soviet
effort failed, and a resolution was adopted to hold the conference in
Havana. As the Chinese report described it, “The Soviet Union and its
partners were completely on the defensive and isolated, in the end they
slipped away in the middle of the night, heads bowed and discouraged.”21

However, the Chinese knew that the battle was far from over and told the
Cubans that it would take a lot of work to get the resolution enacted.22

This work would be complicated by the fact that conferences and
organizations attempting to speak for the developing world were now
proliferating along with the increase in aspirants to leadership. While the
Cubans, with help from the Chinese, were trying to organize a triconti-
nental meeting, Beijing’s attentions increasingly focused on a second
Bandung conference, while others were determined to hold a second
non-aligned conference. The politics of these three conferences – who
would be invited, where they would be held, what the agendas would
be, and which would come first – became entangled with all sorts of
rivalries. China and India were now bitter enemies following their wars
over Himalayan borderlands. India and Pakistan were fighting over
Kashmir. Egypt and Indonesia were rivals for the leadership of the
Islamic world. Increasingly, India and Egypt worked with the USSR to
oppose China, Indonesia, and Pakistan. The former promoted the WPC
and Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) along with peace and disarmament
(except on the issue of Israel), while the latter group focused above all on
a second Bandung conference that would give rise to an Afro-Asian
attempt to overturn the existing global power structure.

A preparatory conference for the second Bandung, held in Jakarta in
April 1964, achieved mixed results. It did not invite the Soviet Union,
a decision that was the PRC’s chief objective. However, as the Soviet
embassy in New Delhi reported, the Indians managed to get the confer-
ence pushed off to 1965 so that it would be held after the second NAM
conference. They also got it moved to Africa rather than holding it in

20 Zhonglianbu (Liaison Department) to PRC Embassy Cuba, February 23, 1963, ibid., 15–
16.

21 Report of Central Committee on Third AAPSO Conference to PRC representatives
abroad, written by Liu Ningyi, February 17, 1963, CFMA doc. 108–00415–01, 6–7.

22 Zhonglianbu (Liaison Department) to PRC Embassy Cuba, February 23, 1963, CFMA
doc. 111–00375–04, 16.
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Indonesia.23A year later, the Soviets managed to get invited to the Islamic
Conference of Asia and Africa held in Bandung, despite Chinese protests
that the USSR was “neither an Asian nor an African country.”24 The
conference turned into a three-way struggle for leadership of the Islamic
world between Indonesia (backed by the PRC and Pakistan), Egypt
(backed by the Arab countries), and sub-Saharan Africa, which was
fearful of Egyptian domination. The Soviets sought to maintain a low
profile and make contacts in the name of a larger objective: getting invited
to the second Bandung conference.

In early 1965, the issue of a second Bandung, specifically whether the
Soviets should be invited, came to symbolize the battle between Moscow
and Beijing for domination of the Afro-Asian movement. The USSR and
the PRC pressured, cajoled, and bribed countries in order to get them to
either support or oppose inviting the Soviets. In one instance, Zhou Enlai
told Nasser to reject much needed grain from the USSR because one must
“maintain principled struggle until the end.”25 Despite Chinese pressure,
momentum was building in favor of inviting the Soviets, and by the
beginning of June, Foreign Minister Gromyko reported to Politburo
member Mikhail Suslov that of roughly 50 possible participants, 24 to
26 were thus far prepared to support Soviet participation.26 A final deci-
sion on whether or not to invite the Soviets was not expected until
a preparatory meeting of foreign ministers on the eve of the conference.
The conference was to be held in Algiers at the end of themonth, but it was
postponed because of the coup that overthrew Algerian President Ahmed
Ben Bella on June 19, 1965. Jockeying continued in the aftermath of the
coup, as the PRC embraced the new government, led by Colonel Houari
Boumédiène, in the hopes of convening a conference in the fall. Once it
became clear that the USSRwould be invited, the PRC backed out and the
conference was never held, a major defeat for Beijing in its effort to
establish itself as the leader of the Afro-Asian movement.

Nevertheless, the documents available in the Russian archives about
this phantom conference are instructive with regard to the Soviet
approach to such conferences and the Afro-Asian world at the time.
A Central Committee resolution from June 1965 directed forty-three

23 Report of Soviet ambassador to India I. Benediktov to General Department Central
Committee, April 21, 1964, RGANI f.5 o.30 d.452, 109–113.

24 Report of KGB to Central Committee, April 15, 1965, RGANI f.5 o.30 d.480, 44–47.
25 PRC ambassador in UAR to MFA, June 22, 1965, CFMA doc. 109–03645–01, 17.
26 Report of Gromyko to Suslov on Second Bandung, June 5, 1965, RGANI f.5 o.30 d.480,

126.
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Soviet ambassadors to meet with their host governments on the question
of the Second Afro-Asian Conference and laid out the Soviet agenda.27

Disarmament and “peaceful coexistence” were now demoted to third
and fourth place behind the “activization” of American aggression in
Asia, Africa, and Latin America, specifically in the Dominican Republic,
Congo, Cuba, and Indochina, and the battle against colonialism and
neocolonialism.28 In a directive to the Soviet delegation in case of par-
ticipation in the conference sent from Gromyko to Suslov, the emphasis
was placed on highlighting the Soviet role in Vietnam and putting the
Soviets at the center of efforts to form an international anti-imperialist
front in favor of North Vietnam and the National Liberation Front of
South Vietnam (NLF), including China.29 They were to vehemently deny
any charge coming from the Chinese that the Soviets were pushing
negotiations in Vietnam. In addition, the Soviet delegation was to play
up Soviet anti-colonialism, especially in southern Africa. At the same
time, the Soviets were to avoid any confrontation or condemnation of
the PRC, for example if India tried to introduce a resolution condemning
the Chinese nuclear test, despite Soviet promotion of the Nuclear Test-
Ban Treaty. According to the directive, “polemics and fights with the
Chinese delegations at the conference would not be in our interests, and
so it would be desirable to avoid them.” Rather, if they could not get
China to agree on a “union of anti-imperialist forces, it is necessary that
the participants in the conference see that not we, but rather the Chinese
are the instigators of polemics and division, and that we strive for
constructive solutions to the tasks facing the conference.”30 By 1965

then, the Soviet approach to establishing Moscow’s leadership of the
Afro-Asianmovement was to embrace anti-colonial struggle, portray the
Soviet Union as the patron of fighting oppression, and act above the fray
of Sino-Soviet polemics.

Though the Second Afro-Asian Conference never took place, much of
this approach would be evident at the Tricontinental only a few months
later. For the Chinese, the Tricontinental would come as their one last,
desperate chance. The second Bandung had been a failure, and with the
events of October 1965 removing Beijing’s most crucial ally in Indonesia,
the Tricontinental offered one more opportunity to establish the PRC as
the true leader of the anti-imperialist struggle of Asia, Africa, and Latin

27 Materials for Foreign Policy Commission of CCCPSU to Suslov, June 18, 1965, ibid., 79–
92.

28 Ibid., 84. 29 Gromyko to Suslov, June 17, 1965, ibid., 100. 30 Ibid., 116–117.
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America, although this time it would take place under the auspices of the
Cubans, who were keen to take up the mantle of leadership themselves.

the cuban role

The decision to hold the Tricontinental Conference in Havana, made at
the third AAPSO conference in Moshi a few months after the Cuban
Missile Crisis, came at precisely the moment when Soviet-Cuban relations
were at their most tense and Sino-Cuban relations were at their closest. At
the time, this made the decision to hold the conference in Cuba a seeming
victory for Beijing, one that Moscow rued. However, this constellation of
relations would turn out to be very short-lived, and by the time the
conference was held, Cuba was attempting to chart its own course as the
leader of an anti-imperialist front in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
Cuban relations with both Beijing and Moscow were tense and, given
the way that the Sino-Soviet dispute had torpedoed both the AAPSO and
the second Bandung conference, Cuba was not alone in thinking that the
success of Asia, Africa, and Latin America as a political force depended
upon its independence from the USSR and PRC.

Soviet-Cuban relations got off to amore promising start thanHavana’s
relations with Beijing, despite the fact that Fidel Castro’s Cuban revolu-
tion had taken the path of armed struggle advocated by the PRC. This was
in part because Castro’s group had taken power without the cooperation
of the communists in Havana, so his ideological allegiances seemed uncer-
tain, and the early evidence was concerning from China’s perspective. In
January 1960, a Cuban delegation visited Yugoslavia – a country Beijing
perceived as the fount of revisionism – and the two countries found a lot of
common ground. They agreed on “active peaceful coexistence,” the role
of small states working together on the world stage, the need for economic
cooperation, and the importance of the United Nations, from which the
PRC was excluded.31 Cuba and Yugoslavia talked about holding
a conference for Asia, Africa, and Latin America to address economic
cooperation, which the Chinese worried was just a gateway for Tito to
bring the Cubans on board with a project to launch a “third force,”
specifically a political alternative to the capitalist and communist blocs.
The PRC embassy in Cairo, where the Cuban delegation went before
Belgrade, worried that the conference proposal was an attempt by the

31 Report from Chinese ambassador in Yugoslavia to MFA, January 21, 1960, CFMA doc.
111–00301–03, 3–4.
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Cuban “bourgeois nationalists” (资产阶级民族主义者) to unite with
other bourgeois nationalists throughout Asia, Africa, and Latin
America – in particular Nehru and Nasser – to create a “neutralist bloc”
(中立主义集团).32 Even Che Guevara was described by the Chinese as
having only “advanced bourgeois democratic revolutionary thought”
with some Marxist-Leninist influence.33

Moscow was much more sanguine in its evaluations of the Cuban
revolution, and its aid relationship with Havana developed rapidly in
1960 and 1961. Politburo member Anastas Mikoyan visited Cuba in
early 1960, and his positive report produced Soviet economic andmilitary
support. While Che Guevara’s visit to Beijing in late 1960 convinced the
Chinese that perhaps the Cubans were more revolutionary than previ-
ously thought, they began to worry that the extent of Soviet aid to Cuba
would keep Cuba from publicly supporting Beijing on the issue of peaceful
coexistence versus anti-imperialism. As Guevara told the Chinese, from
his perspective “Soviet support for Cuba is a true indication of the Soviet
policy of peaceful coexistence,”meaningMoscow had not abandoned the
struggle.34 The chairman of the Soviet Solidarity Committee reported,
following a trip to Latin America at the end of 1961, that

In the course of this year, which has been difficult for the Cubans, they have become
convinced that from the Chinese they can get only revolutionary slogans and loud
yelling, but real aid from the Chinese is not visible and they couldn’t see it, because
theChinese don’t have themeans and the possibilities to offer any kind of significant
real aid. But our real aid there is very visible, it hits everyone in the face.35

Soon enough this aid would come to include the stationing of nuclear
missiles in Cuba, but Khrushchev’s removal of the missiles in the face of
the American “quarantine” without consulting Havana deeply angered
the Cuban leaders. The Cuban leadership saw this as both a betrayal and
evidence of cowardice on Moscow’s part, and Guevara claimed that had
themissiles been under Cuban rather than Soviet control, they would have
been fired.36 Mikoyan returned to Havana in November 1962, but this

32 Chen Jiakang, PRC Ambassador Cairo to MFA, January 20, 1960, ibid., 6–7.
33 PRC MFA background on Che Guevara, November 13, 1960, CFMA doc. 204–00680–

01, 5. See also Chinese Foreign Ministry documents on Cuba published and translated in
Cold War International History Project Bulletin 17–18 (Fall 2012), 21–116.

34 PRC representative in Cuba to Zhonglianbu and MFA, July 24, 1960, CFMA doc. 111–
00301–04, 2.

35 SKSSAA Presidium Meeting, February 22, 1962, GARF f.9540 o.1 d.110, 29.
36 John Lee Anderson, “Castro’s Defining Crisis,” The New Yorker, October 16, 2012:

www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/castros-defining-crisis.
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time to a cold reception: Guevara would not even greet him at the airport.
When Mikoyan returned to Moscow to report on his trip, his colleagues
called the Cubans “unreliable allies.”37 While it suddenly became much
more difficult to distribute Soviet propaganda in Cuba, the Chinese capit-
alized by claiming that the Soviets had shown their true face, and that only
the PRC was really willing to fight imperialism around the world.38 In
March 1963, the PRC began publishing a Spanish language edition of
Peking Review known as Pekin Informa.39 Cuba and China, as the two
most militant advocates of armed struggle against imperialism, went to
Moshi in February 1963 determined tomake sure that it was their line that
prevailed over the “peaceful,” “neutralist” one of the Soviets and Indians.
In addition to pushing for the Tricontinental in Havana, the Cubans told
the Chinese that there would be a secret meeting on the side to discuss
guerrilla warfare conducted by the Movimento Popular de Libertação de
Angola (People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola, or MPLA) and
invited the Chinese ambassador to make contact with them.40 As noted
above, the Soviets, together with Latin American communists who advo-
cated a peaceful path to socialism in their countries and feared Cuban
meddling, failed in their efforts to have the Tricontinental held in Brazil
instead.

However, the Sino-Cuban honeymoon was short-lived. While the
Cuban government may have been more ideologically compatible with
the Chinese, it was dependent on economic and military aid from the
Soviet Union, which China could simply not match. Castro visited the
USSR in June 1963, and his conversations there with Khrushchev did
much to repair the damage done the previous October, as well as to put
some distance between Castro and Beijing.41 Following Khrushchev’s
removal in October 1964, the Soviets tried to organize a new meeting of
the international communist movement in order to resolve the Sino-Soviet
dispute, or at least isolate the Chinese. In preparation for this effort, they
helped organize a meeting of twenty-two Latin American communist

37 Protocol of Presidium session October 14, 1962, in A. A. Fursenko, ed.,Arkhivy Kremlia:
Prezidium TsK KPSS, 1954–1964 (Moscow: ROSSPEN, 2004), 663.

38 Report of APN chairman B. Burkov to CC on situation of Soviet propaganda in Cuba,
April 17, 1963, RGANI f.5 o.55 d.58, 73.

39 Ernst Halperin, “Peking and the Latin American Communists,” The China Quarterly 29
(January–March 1967): 134.

40 PRC Embassy Havana to MFA, December 27, 1962, CFMA doc. 111–00375–04, 7.
41 For Khrushchev’s report on his conversations with Castro and Presidium discussion, see

Arkhivy Kremlia: Prezidium TsK KPSS, 1954–1964, 720–731.
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parties in November 1964, which the Cubans attended, that condemned
“factionalism” and called for the end of Sino-Soviet polemics.42 This
meeting clearly showed Beijing that there was no hope Cuba would take
its side in the Sino-Soviet dispute. It did not mean, though, that Havana
was now on board with Moscow’s agenda. The Soviets continued to
support the “peaceful path” approach adopted by the Latin American
communist parties that allowed it to maintain relations with sitting gov-
ernments, while Cuba sought to promote armed struggle in Latin America
and Africa. Moscow suggested that Cuba moderate its policies in order to
establish relations with its neighbors for economic purposes, but the
Cubans attacked the Soviets for insufficient militarism, especially in
their support of the communist cause in Vietnam.43 In the mid-1960s
then, Cuba became a sort of wild card in the world of international
communism.

On the eve of the Tricontinental Conference, Castro launched a public
attack on the PRC. The previous November, Cuban Ministry of Foreign
Trade officials visiting Beijing were told that the Chinese would be able to
send Cuba only 135,000 tons of rice in 1966, as opposed to the 285,000
tons the Cubans had requested and the 250,000 tons they had been sent in
1965.44 This shortfall was ostensibly because of the increased needs of
North Vietnam, but it was clear that it was punishment for Castro’s turn
toward Moscow, and it might be reversed if he changed course. Instead,
Castro decided to publicly announce the PRC’s decision on January 2,
1966, the day before the opening of the Tricontinental. It was as good
a way as any to demonstrate Cuba’s independence on the eve of its biggest
moment on the international stage.

the world comes to havana

When the conference opened in Havana on January 3, 1966, the Soviets,
Chinese, and Cubans had three very different versions of what they
wanted out of it. The Soviets were essentially playing defense. As long as
the conference did not turn out to be a rousing condemnation of

42 See Report of European and American Department of MFA on foreign policy of new
Soviet leadership in Latin America, February 11, 1965, CFMA doc. 111–00403–01, 1–8.
See also William E. Ratliff, “Communist China and Latin America, 1949–1972,” Asian
Survey 12:10 (October 1972): 854.

43 See, for example, Brezhnev’s speech at CPSU Plenum, December 12, 1966, RGANI f.2 o.3
d.45, 69.

44 Halperin, “Peking and the Latin American Communists,” 150.
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Moscow’s policies, they would consider it a success, and the fewer insti-
tutional legacies left by the conference, the better. For the Chinese, the
meeting represented a chance to achieve that which they had hoped but
failed to achieve in Algiers, namely an explicit condemnation of the Soviet
policy of “peaceful coexistence” in the name of armed anti-imperialist
struggle, ideally with the PRC and Mao acknowledged as leaders of that
struggle. For the Cubans, it was an opportunity to escape from the stale
Sino-Soviet polemics, break their regional isolation, and rouse the forces
of real anti-imperialist struggle around the world, which Cuba was fight-
ing with men and arms, as opposed to the rhetoric that the PRC was
supposedly fighting with. In the end, it would be the Soviets who would
come closest to getting what they wanted.

Soviet behavior during the conference reflected this cautious, defensive
approach. They wanted to seem welcoming of the conference and its
agenda, while at the same time softening its sharper edges and not giving
it too high of a public profile. Leonid Brezhnev and Aleksei Kosygin
greeted the conference with a short statement on the front page of
Pravda that spoke of imperialist aggression in Vietnam, South Africa,
Rhodesia, the Dominican Republic, and Cuba, declaring that “The
Soviet people . . . faithful to their internationalist duty offer and in the
future will offer all types of support to the people fighting for freedom and
national independence.”45 They then went on to talk about the contribu-
tion the conference could make to the cause of economic development,
ending by describing the struggle of the conference participants as one
“against imperialism and colonialism, for freedom, national independ-
ence and social progress, for peace between peoples.”A longer editorial in
Pravda expanded upon these themes, not only talking of an economic
focus of the conference but claiming that many of the delegations repre-
sented “newly developing countries which have launched on the non-
capitalist, socialist path and are realizing deep social-economic
transformations.”46 It tied the cause of economic development to that of
peace:

The arms race, international tensions, the interference of imperialist powers in the
internal affairs of peoples, military intervention, violations of state sovereignty,
the use of tensions between peoples which remain as a consequence of imperial-
ism – all these interfere with the unity of antiimperialist forces, divert the energy

45 L. Brezhnev and A. Kosygin, “Pervoi Konferentsii Solidarnosti Narodov Azii, Afrikim
i Latinskoi Ameriki,” Pravda, January 3, 1966, 1.

46
“Forum Trekh Kontinentov,” Pravda, January 3, 1966, 3.
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and means of young states from the most pressing and fundamental problems of
their national development.47

Repeating the call to push for peaceful coexistence and nuclear disarma-
ment, the editorial spoke of independence struggles both armed and
peaceful, and added a note of caution: “It would be naïve to think that
the coincidence of interests and goals of the struggle automatically create
unity.”48

The Chinese were livid at this Soviet attempt to tilt the conference
agenda toward peace and economic development. A Renmin Ribao edi-
torial summing up the conference gloated, “On the day the conference
opened, the Soviet paper Pravda . . . attempted to divert the attention of
the conference with such stuff as ‘universal peace,’ ‘total and complete
disarmament,’ and ‘peaceful coexistence,’ but the delegates saw through
this.”49 The Soviet delegate at the conference, First Secretary of the Uzbek
Communist Party Sharaf Rashidov, struck a more militant tone in his
speech. Despite acknowledging the necessity of peaceful coexistence
between sovereign states, he declared “it is clear that there is not, nor
can there be, any peaceful coexistence between the oppressed peoples and
their oppressors – the colonialists and the imperialists, between the
imperialist aggressors and their victims.”50 He spoke these words two
months before Brezhnev officially enshrined them at the 23rd CPSU
Congress as the new Soviet approach to reconciling “peaceful coexist-
ence” and anti-imperialist struggle.

As the conference went on, Soviet coverage of it diminished. The
Pravda editorial was followed by short summary pieces that appeared
daily during the first week of the conference and then nearly disappeared
during the second week. The closing of the conference and the final
resolutions adopted were given rather short shrift in the Soviet press,
limited to short pieces in Pravda and Izvestia, and a three-page article in
the CPSU theoretical journal Kommunist. The Kommunist piece returned
to many of the themes of the original Pravda editorial but added a critical
note about the events of the conference. It recognized that the complexity
and heterogeneity of the anti-imperial movement created challenges but
noted that such difficulties were exacerbated by the actions of “certain
delegations” that championed a more radical agenda: “Their hysterical

47 Ibid. 48 Ibid.
49 “Soviet Line Defeated at Havana Conference,” Peking NCNA International Service in

English, January 18, 1966.
50

“Rashidov Speech,” Moscow TASS International Service in English, January 6, 1966.
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slogans, though devoid of real content, and obstructionist positions on
a number of questions summoned the danger of a schism.”51 This was the
closest the Soviets would come to acknowledging the difficult tone of the
conference, where their calls for peace were not well-received by many.
The important thing for them was that it was over, and the Chinese had
not won the day.

Chinese coverage of the conference was a mirror image of Soviet
reporting. While Renmin Ribao began slowly, with short articles limited
mainly to naming speakers, the end of the conference was greeted with
long celebratory pieces in Renmin Ribao and Peking Review, as well as
a lengthy spread in Shijie Zhishi, the PRC’s main foreign affairs journal at
this time. In typically unsubtle terms, Peking Review triumphantly
concluded,

The Khrushchev revisionists’ attempts to manipulate the conference and
peddle their spurious “united action” to promote their capitulationist and
divisive line were thoroughly exposed and firmly rejected. They failed, too, in
their attempt to control the tricontinental and anti-imperialist solidarity
organization in order to bring the national democratic movement in the
three continents into the orbit of US-USSR cooperation for world
domination.52

In particular, the Peking Review pointed to the defeat of the Soviet
attempt to get “peaceful coexistence” included in the text of the political
resolution and the adoption of a significantly more militant tone on
Vietnam than that struck by the Soviets.

Vietnam was the issue on which the Chinese thought the Soviets most
vulnerable and therefore the one they sought to exploit to the hilt to rally
anti-imperialist sentiment against Moscow. The Chinese delegate Wu
Xueqian repeatedly assailed the Soviets for supposedly seeking to negoti-
ate an end to the war with the United States, while a parade of Asian
delegations, not necessarily reflecting the positions of their governments,
supported the PRC position: North Korea, Japan, Indonesia, Cambodia,
Pakistan, Thailand, and “Malaya” (Beijing, in sympathy with Sukarno’s
policy, did not recognize Malaysia).53 For the Chinese, it was not just
a question of how much to support Hanoi and the NLF. It was about the

51 Yu. Bochkarev, “Gavanskaia Konferentsiia – Splochenie Antiimperialisticheskikh Sil,”
Kommunist 3 (February 1966): 107.

52 “Report from Havana: The First Afro-Asian-Latin American People’s Solidarity
Conference,” Peking Review, No. 4, January 21, 1966, 19.

53
“NCNA Reviews Delegates’ Speeches, Raps USSR,” Peking NCNA International Service
in English, January 8, 1966.
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opportunity that Vietnam presented to fundamentally undermine US
power around the globe. As Shijie Zhishi wrote,

The victorious struggle of the Vietnamese people will also have a positive
impact on the American domestic class struggle and development of its revolu-
tionary movement. American imperialism’s aggressive war has educated the
American people, has made them more conscious . . . Over the last year, the
American people have surged on an unprecedented scale in a firm and unceas-
ing movement against the aggressive war. This movement is closely uniting
with the American black people’s struggle for liberation, becoming a mighty
torrent, creating a new front . . . This shows that the American people are
already awake as never before, are going down the path of struggle against
their own country’s imperialism, the prelude [序幕] to the American people’s
revolution has already begun.54

Therefore, in the eyes of Beijing, any Soviet attempt to negotiate an end to
the war – even onHanoi’s terms – couldmean only that the Soviets did not
share the true objective of the struggle, namely the final destruction of
American imperialism.55

Though Beijing sought to portray the conference as a victory since the
Soviets did not gain official acceptance for their doctrine of “peaceful
coexistence,” it also failed to get any explicit denunciations of revisionism
or acknowledgment of its revolutionary leadership. In the unequal conflict
between the USSR and the PRC, a draw of this sort ultimately benefited
the former more than the latter, since the Soviets had other sources of
influence – the WPC, for one – while the PRC had lost yet another chance
to build its own international base of support.

With the conference now behind them, the Soviets sought to distance
themselves from it and bury the results. The Soviet delegation at the
conference felt obliged to sign the final resolution calling for armed
struggle against existing governments, but the Soviet government did
not feel bound by that signature. Concerned about the Soviet signature
on the conference resolution, the Chilean ambassador in Moscow asked
Vice Foreign Minister Yakov Malik if it meant that “the USSR will
support morally and materially the struggle in Peru, Venezuela,
Colombia, Guatemala, and other countries of Latin America in accord
with the results of the mentioned conference.”Malik assured him that the
USSR remained committed to “peaceful coexistence” and noninterference

54 Hui Liqun, “风雷激动三大洲 [Wind and thunder excite three continents],” Shijie Zhishi
[Global Knowledge], No. 2–3, 1966, 12.

55 For more on the PRC’s attempts to prevent negotiations on Vietnam during this period,
see Qiang Zhai, China and the Vietnam Wars, 168–175.
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and conveniently explained that the Tricontinental was attended by non-
governmental representatives and did not reflect the positions of the Soviet
state.56 The head of the Soviet ForeignMinistry’s Latin American division
gave the ambassador an official Soviet statement to that effect, though he
asked that the ambassador keep the statement private so as not to embar-
rass Moscow.57

To forestall the possibility of a new Tricontinental organization in
Havana becoming a longer-term thorn in their side, the Soviets had
managed to achieve one important goal at the conference: they got the
next Tricontinental scheduled for Cairo in 1968. Cairo was already the
headquarters of the AAPSO, and it had served as the location of the most
recent NAM conference in 1964, so it was a place in which the Soviets felt
comfortable operating. It was also one where a new Tricontinental organ-
ization would likely be subsumed by the existing “Third World” estab-
lishment. The secretariat set up in Havana after the conference was only
meant to be temporary, and the question of a permanent secretariat for the
new Organization for Solidarity with the Peoples of Africa, Asia, and
Latin America (OSPAAAL) was to be decided in Cairo.

In the aftermath of the conference, the Cubans saw the potential move
to Cairo as a threat, both because it meant their losing control of the
organization and the possibility of OSPAAAL being effectively dissolved
into the AAPSO. Osmany Cienfuegos, the new secretary of OSPAAAL,
wanted to create an executive committee that would exclude both the
Soviets and Chinese, arguing that such an organization would work better
without them and would then be able to remain faithful to its mission of
supporting armed struggle.58 The Cubans therefore fought successfully to
keep all Tricontinental organs in Havana, assuring that a second confer-
ence would never take place. After the Six Day War, Nasser and Cairo no
longer had the prestige they had enjoyed in 1966 in any case. As a result,
the second conference collapsed before serious negotiations had even
begun.

For the next two years, the Soviets, along with AAPSO and the WPC,
would conduct a propaganda battle with the Cuban-led OSPAAAL,
remembering “not to exclude the possibility that our Cuban comrades

56 Archivo del Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores de Chile (AMREC), 1966 Embajda de
Chile en Rusia: Oficios confidenciales no. 1, conf. no. 18, February 3, 1966.

57 AMREC 1966 Embajada de Chile en Rusia: Oficios confidenciales no.1 conf. no. 21,
February 12, 1966.

58 SKSSAA Presidium session, March 15, 1967, GARF f.9540 o.1 d.225, 45–46.
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might make some sort of contact with the decisions taken in Beijing.”59

After 1968, the Cuban rapprochement with Moscow would make the
point largely moot, and OSPAAAL’s relevance diminished accordingly.

conclusion

The Tricontinental Conference in Havana took place at what might have
been the moment of peak fracture in the project of building an anti-
imperialist political vehicle to unite Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Sino-
Soviet cooperation in seeking to turn the AAPSO into such a vehicle had
collapsed amid polemical struggles that nearly tore the organization apart,
and that same rivalry prevented a follow-up conference to the original
Bandung Conference of 1955 from taking place. Other rivalries for vari-
ous kinds of “Third World” leadership – Arab, African, Asian, Islamic,
etc. – and more standard political battles, such as that between India and
Pakistan, magnified the effect of the Sino-Soviet dispute by forming shift-
ing alliances in the hopes of shaping agendas and appropriating resources.
Frustration with this state of affairs led some to seek a new beginning
beyond the control of Moscow and Beijing, but the Cuban effort to do
precisely that faltered on the grounds of its own precarious isolation and
militant sectarianism.

Cuba would have a second opportunity to pretend to leadership of the
“Third World” when it held the presidency of the Non-Aligned
Movement following the 6th NAM summit in Havana in 1979. This
meeting came at the peak of Soviet-Cuban cooperation in the wake of
joint military efforts in Angola and Ethiopia, and for many it was the
moment when the Non-AlignedMovement ceased to be truly non-aligned
and became the ally of the socialist camp that the Soviets thought it should
have been all along. Ironically, given Soviet and Chinese claims about the
importance of their revolutionary leadership, it was the creation of Tito,
Nasser, and Nehru that would have the greatest longevity and come the
closest to instantiating the notion of a powerful anti-imperialist “Third
World” organization.

The experience of the Tricontinental and the organization that it
spawned (OSPAAAL) demonstrated how difficult it was for a “Third
World”-ist movement to gain traction in a world of superpowers.
Convening the conference itself was hard enough, given the wariness of
the Soviets with regard to Cuba’s militant “adventurism” and the PRC’s

59 Ibid., 42.
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desire to turn the Afro-Asian solidarity movement into a vehicle for its
own geopolitical ambitions. Nevertheless, the conference was convened,
and Castro and his government put on a good show, passing more than
100 resolutions and frightening much of the Western press in the process.
But the aftermath proved that these fears were unfounded. The Soviets,
having done just enough to maintain their revolutionary credibility,
quickly disavowed the conference and doomed the organization by push-
ing for the next conference to be held in Cairo. The Chinese, who had
strongly resisted the establishment of a permanent tricontinental organ-
ization, poured their efforts into the organization of the next conference of
the AAPSO, to be held in Beijing in 1967. Support for Hanoi and the NLF,
so prominent rhetorically at the conference, still came primarily from
Moscow and Beijing. The Cuban regime did not lose its desire to fight
for its version of revolution around the world, but it would come to find
that it could be much more successful doing so underMoscow’s umbrella.
It turned out that translating the power of “Third World” solidarity from
rhetoric into action required the resources of a superpower, and those
resources always came with strings attached.
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